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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
14th December 2021
As December progressed I would, in the days when I worked as a church Director of
Music, at this point be making a mental note of Christmas pieces that I had come across
for the first time with a view to including them in next year’s choir programme. In the
relatively quiet days of January I would make a full list of such pieces and add pieces I’d
heard the previous month but not done for some years so that, come the autumn, the Christmas
programme was already almost completely planned and new music could be bought in good time. At
least, that was the theory, and in a good year that’s what happened.
This year I have come across several pieces new to me which are worth sharing with you. First of all is
the Christmas Oratorio by Camille Saint-Saëns – Oratorio de Noël. I encountered this in a performance in
St David’s Church given by Exeter Choral Society, conducted by Laurence Blyth. Scored for soprano,
mezzo-soprano, alto, tenor & baritone solos, SATB choir, and an orchestra of strings harp and organ, the
piece lasts approximately half-an-hour. It opens with a a Prelude “in the style of Sebastian Bach” –
actually a Pastoral; the same music introduces the last movement. The text is in Latin. You can watch a
good performance here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sr7WiMBYzAE.
Other interesting finds have been Gaude et Laetare by Cecilia McDowell. The text (from the Ambrosian
Rite) celebrates the Virgin Mary’s recent motherhood. “The lively organ accompaniment and strong
rhythmic drive create an instantly celebratory mood” (the composer’s website). Health Warning. Do not
attempt this piece unless both your choir and organist have a good sense of rhythm – coordination can
be a problem: https://soundcloud.com/oupacademic/cecilia-mcdowall-gaude-et-laetare. A third find is
the Corpus Christi Carol by Judith Bingham, commissioned for inclusion in The Choirbook for the Queen,
a collection of contemporary anthems published in 2012 to mark the Diamond Jubilee of Elizabeth II. ‘I’d
always wanted to set the text’, writes the composer, ‘a knight, always bleeding, lies in a chapel, a young
woman weeping at his side. The chapel is decked out in funereal colours and at the side of the knight
are written the words Corpus Christi [the body of Christ], as if the crucifixion is being played out over
and over again. The music is a series of canons which overlap—and the atmosphere of the music is like a
sunny and fresh English landscape that gradually clouds over. More than anything I wanted to create an
intensely atmospheric sound.’ https://soundcloud.com/simon-toyne/judith-bingham-corpus-christi.
This year the carol that I haven’t heard for some years is The Shepherd’s Carol by Bob Chilcott. This is the
finest carol setting by this composer that I know – by a long way:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8N2YTikOsc
At this time of year when the days are at their shortest it is easier to observe the sunrise than it is in the
summer because you don’t have to get up so early. With this in mind we have included an article about
musical sunrises, including links to Youtube performances. This edition also sees the third and final part
of the Editor’s interview with Gary Cole of Regent Records. The cover photograph shows David Owen
Norris toasting the association at the annual dinner
Microsoft have made it very difficult to insert and move captions, so the captions are listed separately
on page 13.
With best wishes for the festive season, wishing you a merry Christmas and a happy New Year,

Peter King
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Annual Dinner
At last, the association was able to meet for a
convivial evening after all the covid restrictions.
The attendance number was most encouraging
with over 50 people sitting down to an excellent
meal at the Swan`s Nest at Exminster, a venue to
which we have returned after several years. The
carvery roast was very fine (my choice of dinner
for the last meal before the gallows!) and the
desserts were mostly naughty with various
choices of cream.

Our guest speaker was the distinguished pianist
and broadcaster David Owen-Norris. He is a
regular guest on the Radio 3 weekly CD review
programme, and always speaks with great insight
and erudition. We learned that he had been an
organist, notably organ scholar of Keble College,
Oxford. As a youngster he had a fascination for
the organ, recalling holidays to Devon, writing
down organ specifications in a notebook (the
organist`s version of train-spotting!)

His speech was both amusing and instructive and
he entered into the spirit of the occasion. We
should be grateful to Peter King for arranging for
him to come, and to Peter Johnson for his
efficient administration of the evening and
management of the finances.
Andrew Millington

Our President Piers Howell welcomed us all and
invited Father James Lovatt to deliver the Grace.
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PipeUp Devon
We are now into the second year of teaching and
several young students are receiving regular
lessons throughout the county. In early October
we ran an event entitled `Pulling out all the
Stops` held at St Mathias church, Torquay. It was
led by David Davies who gave a most informative
talk and demonstration of the workings of the
pipe organ, featuring the fine Hill organ in the
church. It was a small gathering of students,
parents etc and David included some coaching of
several students, which was instructive. It was
particularly interesting for the parents to
understand some of the challenges and
complexities of the instrument which their
offspring are contending with.

are having a publicity drive over the Christmas
period, but I would ask members to keep ears to
the ground to seek out youngsters who would be
keen and eligible to join the scheme. We would
welcome in particular some youngsters from
North Devon as that part of the county is not yet
represented in our current students. In fact, we
are hoping to hold a promotional event in
Bideford in the spring.
Andrew Millington

One very successful aspect of the Pipe Up
scheme has been fund-raising. We have received
a succession of generous grants from Trusts and
similar bodies, most recently awards from the
Provincial Grand Lodge of Devonshire and the
Pilling Trust, based in the north of the country.
We now need to recruit more students, and our
aim is to expand the number by 5 each year. We

PipeUp Devon
Learn to play the King of Instruments
PipeUp Devon is the Diocese of Exeter’s
Young Organists’ Training Scheme.
It offers students throughout Devon subsidised tuition
from experienced professional tutors.
The scheme offers young people aged 11-18:
♫an opportunity to transfer existing keyboard skills to a second and exciting new instrument
(Students should already be playing the piano, ideally to Grade 5 standard),
♫an opportunity to offer your skills to your local church
and contribute further to your community.

For further information contact the PipeUp Administrator,
Mark Perry: pipeupdevon@exeter.anglican.org, 07947 694903
or visit the Diocese of Exeter website:
www.exeter.anglican.org/resources/worship/pipeup-devon
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The Editor interviews Gary Cole of Regent Records – Part 3
1

Apart from the general Christmas, “church year”, or recital type discs, what special projects have
you recorded which have given you special pleasure or prestige? Have you done much work
abroad, for instance?
The biggest project has been the ‘complete’ organ works of J S Bach with Margaret Phillips. The vast
majority was recorded between 2002 and 2012 and consisted of sixteen CDs. In 2014 we recorded a
supplementary double album of alternative versions, and some spurious works, including ‘The Eight
Short’ Preludes and Fugues, and last August we
decided to make a final double album of ‘The Art of
Fugue’ - a work both of us had been keen to record
for many years.
One volume was recorded on the 1975 Metzler
organ in Trinity College, Cambridge. To my mind
this is the only ‘large’ 18th century Dutch/north
German style organ in the UK that sounds like the
‘real thing’. This is due to the exquisite late 17th
century Father Smith ‘Great’ chorus which forms
the core of the instrument, reeds and mixtures
which really do sound like their 18th century Dutch
and north German models, and an unequal
temperament.
Another volume was recorded on the 2004 Bernard Aubertin organ of Saint-Louis-en-l’isle in Paris.
Bernard had a free hand when commissioned to build this instrument. In tonal design it is broadly
inspired by the famous 1746 Hildebrandt organ in Naumburg, which Bach knew and approved its
completion. Whereas the Naumburg organ today has significant conjectural reconstructions – some
aspects of which have been debated – of the reeds, mixtures, the entire positive, and the mechanical
action (at one point it was tubular pneumatic!) the Paris organ is a totally satisfying and exceptional
musical instrument, with a clear unity of conception and execution.
All the remaining discs were recorded on historic organs in
the Netherland and Germany – and it is still the only Bach
organ series by a British artist primarily recorded on historic
instruments.
List of historic organs used in the Bach project:
Leeuwarden – Grote Kerk (Jacobijnerkerk), organ by
Christian Müller, 1727
Sangerhausen – St Jacobikirche, organ by Zacharias
Hildebrandt, 1728
Freiberg – Petrikirche, organ by Gottfried Silbermann, 1735
Haarlem – Sint Bavokerk, organ by Christian Müller, 1738
Kampen – Sint Nicolaaskerk (Bovenkerk), organ by Albertus
Hinsz, 1743
Noordbroek – Hervormde Kerk, organ by Arp Schnitger,
1696
Walterhausen – Stadtkirche, organ by Tobias Heinrich
Gottfried Trost, 1730
Grauhof – Stiftkirche, organ by Christoph Treutmann, 1737
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It was also a great pleasure in 2010 to record the
Ladegast organ (1855) in Merseburg Cathedral (the
instrument for which Liszt wrote Ad nos, and
Reubke wrote the Sonata on the 94th Psalm) with
Thomas Trotter in a disc of Schumann’s complete
works [for pedal piano]. Thomas made full use of
the extensive range of colours on this extraordinary
instrument.
I’ve made five recordings with La Maîtrise de
Toulouse – an absolutely superb children’s choir,
founded and directed by Mark Opstad, and also
work regularly in the US with the ambitious Saint
Louis Chamber Chorus, directed by Philip Barnes.
The latter group maintains a ‘Composer in Residence’ scheme for young composers selected from all
over the world, together with an annual programme of commissioning new a cappella choral works
which is possibly the largest scheme of its kind anywhere.
Two recordings in France deserve special
mention. Southwell Minster is twinned with
Sées Cathedral in Normandy, and in 2013 the
Southwell choir, under Paul Hale, travelled to
Sées where we recorded the large double-organ
Masses of Langlais and Vierne using the
cathedral’s two recently-restored Cavaillé-Coll
instruments. It was thrilling to record an English
cathedral choir singing these two works with,
for the first time, a completely authentic
accompaniment!

More recently, in 2018, George Richford, at the time
Director of Music at Romsey Abbey, arranged the
project of a lifetime for the Romsey senior girls’
summer tour. We spent three days in Rouen where
we recorded French sacred music for upper voices,
together with solo organ music, including the Dupré
Versets (the girls singing the associated chant) at
Saint-Ouen – home to what I regard as Cavaillé-Coll’s
absolute masterpiece. We were very privileged to be
able to record there – and to have the brilliant Colin
Walsh playing the organ. The organ is in a very poor
state of repair – keeping the organ working required
constant attention from the organ tuner between
takes. The church, now owned by the town, is
likewise in poor condition and we had to contend
with pigeons in the church and thick layers of dust everywhere!
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Saint-Ouen was one of two on my list of ‘must record’ instruments. The other is the 1645
Hagerbeer/1723 Frans Caspar Schnitger organ in the Sint-Laurenskerk in Alkmaar – regarded by many as
the finest pipe organ in the world. I doubt whether this latter ambition will now be fulfilled. We did
consider it for the complete Bach series, but the hire charges and restrictions on access for recording
(it’s now a community centre in use much of the day and night, and no longer a church) were
completely prohibitive at the time. Perhaps surprisingly, the Alkmaar organ has more 8′ Open Diapasons
(Praestants) on the manuals than the cathedral organs of either Worcester or Gloucester!
2

As well as recording and producing for the Regent label, I know that you also record and produce
for other organisations. Please can you tell us about that work?
I began my career in the recording world producing for Hyperion, Chandos, Naxos, and other labels –
mostly piano, chamber music, and orchestral projects. I’ve also worked for many years on a freelance
basis for RTÉ – the Irish national broadcaster – producing commercial releases with their two orchestras,
the National Symphony Orchestra, and the Concert Orchestra. I’ve produced over 750 commercial CD
releases, and about half are for other labels. Most of the recordings I make now are for Regent, but still
do the occasional project for other labels – most notably for Chandos with the harpsichordist, Sophie
Yates, a relationship that has produced 23 discs since 1993. For my last recording before lockdown in
March 2020 it was my great pleasure to produce a recording with Thomas Trotter in King’s College
Chapel, Cambridge, for King’s College’s own record label, of the complete organ works of Duruflé. Not
the most obvious organ for this repertoire perhaps, but Thomas’s imaginative approach to both the
music and the use of the colours of the King’s organ is totally convincing.

Several of the dozen or so discs we made with Peter King during his time at Bath Abbey feature amongst
our most highly-regarded releases. The three-disc set of Liszt: The Essential Organ Works was
unanimously lauded, with CD Review on BBC Radio Three describing Peter as “… a virtuoso of world
class... I'm astonished at his bravura; nothing fazes him... and he plays with such élan, and with such
passion, such commitment...” Gramophone magazine said “I doubt if there will be an organ contribution
to the Liszt bicentennial which can better this.”
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One of our biggest single projects has
been Peter’s recording of the Respighi
Suite for Organ and Strings, the
Poulenc Organ Concerto, and the
Rheinberger 1st Organ Concerto with
the BBC National Orchestra of Wales,
conducted by the internationallyrenowned François-Xavier Roth (son
of Daniel – organist of Saint-Sulpice in
Paris). Recorded in association with
the BBC, and originally released in
2007 to celebrate the tenth
anniversary of the installation of the
Klais organ, a re-release in 2010 led to
the recording being selected as an
Editor’s Choice in both BBC Music and
Gramophone magazines. The latter
remarked “...even reluctant converts
are likely to be overwhelmed by this
thrilling disc. The sound of the Bath
Abbey Klais organ matches the lifeaffirming playing of Peter King. The
whole recording is filled with a love of
making music.”
In December 2015 Oliver Condy
selected the Poulenc recording –
amidst intense competition from a
galaxy of world-famous organists
from Maurice Duruflé to Dame Gillian
Weir – as his 1st choice recommendation for this work in Radio 3’s Record Review - Building a Library:
“Peter King and the BBC National Orchestra of Wales under François-Xavier Roth, to my mind best
capture Poulenc at his wildest, at his most prayerful and mischievous.”
3

Finally, I know your wife Pippa plays an important part in the success of Regent records. Would
you like to tell us about that?
Absolutely! Pippa has been a fundamental part of the
success of Regent since the beginning (she was
singing on the Langlais/Poulenc recording). She read
Biochemistry at King’s College, London, and was a
choral scholar in the chapel choir there under the
legendary Ernie Warrell. For many years she balanced
working part-time in pharmaceutical sales with
undertaking administrative work for Regent, and for
the last ten years has worked full-time for the label. In
addition to managing all the administrative and
financial side, she designs and typesets all of the CD
booklets, and is the first point of contact for artists
and customers.
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Musical Sunrises
Haydn – The Creation
Haydn’s sunrise is magical. It begins on a single unison
st
note (1 violins and flutes) and grows upwards and outwards,
slowly, but with continuous movement. Gradually other
instruments join in, first the rest of the strings, 2nd violins,
then violas then celli; after the strings the oboes and
bassoons enter, then the horns and finally, after the violins
have climbed a 10th, the trumpets and drums. It is a glorious
effect. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBxA51LzeQk
Strauss – Also sprach Zarathustra
The opening bars of Strauss’s tone poem inspired by
Friedrich Nietzsche are, thanks to the film 2001: A Space
Odyssey, among the most famous in all music. For organists
there is the added excitement of waiting through the initial
trumpet fanfares, beating drums and crashing orchestral
chords for the eventual destination of the great C major
chord and the moment when the orchestra drops out leaving
the full organ as triumphant soloist. Unfortunately, this
theatrical moment is all too often marred by the organ and the rest of the orchestra being at two
entirely different pitches, either because the orchestra in its excitement has risen (or even nowadays
initially tuned itself sharp) or because the organ is flat anyway (or just dull) or, and no less dreadful,
there is no proper organ in the hall and an electronic substitute has been imported for the purpose. But
when the hall is furnished with a fine organ at concert pitch and the oboist has been persuaded to take
his A from the organ (usually in the interval) – orchestras dislike tuning to the organ so it’s best to tune
the oboe to the organ, then let the orchestra tune to the oboe – the effect is indeed thrilling. Enjoy
watching the cymbal player leave the floor at his crash on the big C major chord, and the delight of the
audience member behind him (top left of the picture):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Szdziw4tI9o
Strauss – An Alpine Symphony
Another Strauss sunrise, and completely different.
Strauss’s massive Alpine Symphony, describing a whole
day climbing in the Alps, begins at night. Trombones and
low woodwind and basses suggest both the darkness
before dawn and the vastness of the mountains. It takes
approximately four minutes for the sun to burst through –
four of the most atmospheric minutes in music. For
organists there is the bonus of an organ in the orchestra
contributing to the loudest moments ("Thunder and
Tempest, Descent") and playing on its own at the
beginning of the section marked Ausklang (conclusion)
during the calm after the storm. Note the delight on the
conductor’s face at the perfect ensemble achieved by the
trombones in their dotted rhythm (probably much
rehearsed!) – best seen on full screen:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsTo7QxxgYg
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Ravel – Daphnis & Cloe
Possibly the best of all musical sunrises. The
sunrise appears at the beginning of Part III of the
ballet (Ravel’s longest orchestral work and generally
regarded as his orchestral masterpiece). It also
opens the second of the two suites that Ravel drew
from the ballet. The music suggests a pastoral scene
at the break of day with the babbling of streams,
the twittering of birds and the rise of the sun. The
ballet score also includes a wordless chorus,
omitted from the version in the Suite.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SQYksDawqc
Debussy – “Dawn to Noon on the Sea” (La Mer)
In another impressionist masterpiece, while
there is not strictly a “sunrise” scene, presumably
the sun does actually rise in the early minutes of the first of the “Three Symphonic Sketches” which
make up Debussy’s La Mer. I think it was Ralph Vaughan Williams who, when after a performance of the
work was asked what he thought, replied “I liked that bit at about a quarter past eleven” – or words to
that effect. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgSNgzA37To
Nielsen – Helios Overture
In 1902 Carl Nielsen travelled to Athens
to join his wife who was studying Greek art
and incidentally was one of the first artists
allowed to make copies of sculptures in the
Acropolis Museum. While in Athens, Nielsen
was inspired to write a piece depicting the sun
rising and setting over the Aegean Sea. The
score bears the inscription
"Silence and darkness,
The sun rises with a joyous song of praise,
It wanders its golden way
and sinks quietly into the sea."
As you would expect from a piece lasting
nearly 12 minutes, it takes about five minutes for the sun to reach its full height:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHLFCuNwSW8
Tchaikovsky – Eugène Onegin
For those who enjoy opera, or just love Tchaikovsky, it is worth checking out the sunrise in
Eugène Onegin. It happens immediately after the famous letter scene. On this clip from the 1994
production at Glyndebourne you can see the sunlight brightening through the window at the back of the
stage: https://youtu.be/50ZQ6brrYng?t=3282
Wagner – “Dawn & Siegfried’s journey down the Rhine” (Götterdämmerung)
If you’re not an opera fan, or you agree with Constant Lambert when he said, “of course there
are splendid things in Wagner, but he would go on so; he needed a good sub-editor”, you may prefer to
listen to this extract from the last opera in The Ring cycle played as a concert piece. This is an abridged
excerpt, approved by Wagner, from the Prologue, without the singers. It features a specially composed
ending so that it stands alone as a complete composition.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DpmlAG-X4DY
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Britten Sea No 1 of Four Interludes – “Dawn” (Peter
Grimes)
Again this is dawn, rather than a sunrise –
the first of four “Sea Interludes” (Dawn, Sunday
Morning, Moonlight, Storm). In the opera it is played
between the Prologue and Act 1. When the Sea
Interludes are played separately as an orchestral
suite the piece has a specially written ending.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ht9mQE6X0C0
Schönberg – Gurre Lieder
Arnold Schoenberg’s massive Gurre-Lieder
(scored for Narrator, 5 soloists, approximately 150
instrumentalists, three 4-part male choruses and one 8-part mixed choir) is a cantata based on the work
of Danish novelist and poet J P Jacobsen (translated into German). The Gurre of the title refers to the
Danish Gurre Castle, the scene of the medieval legend of Jacobsen’s poems. The music, mercifully
composed before the composer attended the Second Viennese School, is written in a lush late Romantic
style. Part three ends with a sunrise and a hymn to the sun “Seht die Sonne”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuVDmYzlxYI
Frederic Wood – Sunrise over Stonehenge
Maybe not on the same scale as some of the examples above, but nevertheless nicely pictorial,
Frederic Wood’s Sunrise over Stonehenge for organ is the first piece of the 4th Suite for Organ, Scenes on
the Downs. It is dedicated to Norman Cocker of Tuba Tune fame. It takes just under three minutes to get
from Night (syncopated rhythm accompanying a tune in the Left Hand) to full Sunrise (main tune, but
this time on the Tuba). Each stage of the event is marked in the score: Night, Dawn, Daybreak, Nature
Awakens (poco piu mosso), Sunrise. The writer was shocked to find, when he played the piece in nearby
Salisbury Cathedral in 2010, that the piece was unknown to the resident organists. This is now, of
course, sorted and David Halls subsequently included it in his DVD played on the Salisbury organ.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2Q87I2kKx0
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FUTURE EVENTS
Tuesday 25th January 2022 at 7:30pm:

Visit to Exeter Cathedral to play the organ.

Wednesday 16th February at 7:30 pm:

Quiz evening, with supper The Bridge Inn, Topsham.
Paula has arranged another amusing and testing quiz intended
for everyone.
Supper will be a “bring and share” event as in the past.

Saturday 9th April

AGM at Thorverton Church
10:30

Members may play the organ

11:30

short demonstration of the organ by Peter King

12:00

AGM

13:00

Lunch at the Thorverton Arms

~~~ 000 ~~~
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Captions to the photographs
Cover

David Owen Norris toasts the association at the Annual Dinner

Page 3 – clockwise from top left:
The dinner queue
David Owen Norris with his notebook from teenage years
The assembled company
The assembled company
The assembled company
The President delivering his address
Page 4

Andrew Millington receives a cheque from the Provincial Grand Lodge of Devonshire

Page 5

The console of the Metzler organ in Trinity College, Cambridge (1976)
The Aubertin organ of Saint-Louis-en-l’isle in Paris (2005)

Page 6

The Ladegast organ in Merseburg Cathedral (1855; case, 1697)
The Cavaillé-Coll organ at Sees Cathedral – a superb example of Rayonnant architecture
The Abbey Church, Rouen – another superb example of Rayonnant architecture

Page 7

Thomas Trotter receiving the Queen’s Medal for Music in Windsor Castle, 2020

Page 8
Peter King & the BBC National Orchestra of Wales under François-Xavier Roth recording the
Poulenc Organ Concerto in Bath Abbey (2007), photographed from the bell opening in the tower vault
Pippa Cole of Regent Records
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William Blake: The Ancient of Days setting a compass to the Earth (1794)
Albert Bierstadt: Sunrise on the Matterhorn (1875)

Page 10

François Gérard: Daphnis and Chloë (c1824)
Christen Købke: A Rocky Coast, Capri. Soon after Sunrise (1843)
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Joseph Mallord William Turner: Sunrise
Sunrise over Stonehenge

Page 12

Exeter Cathedral organ case (1665 & C19 alterations)
The Bridge Inn, Topsham (dating back to the Doomsday Book, the present building dating
from the 16th, 18th & 19th centuries)
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